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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: September 26, 2018—9:30 AM EDT]  Global equity markets were higher this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.2% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

was up 0.5% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai composite 

up 0.9% and the Shenzhen index up 0.7%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open.   

 

The FOMC meeting ends today but, to a great extent, the Fed is being overshadowed by political 

events.  Here is what we are watching today: 

 

The FOMC meeting: The FOMC meeting ends today with near certainty of a 25 bps rate hike.  

There is a press conference with this meeting so we may get some indication of future policy, 

although we would not expect Chair Powell to tip his hand in any particular direction.  In the 

statement, we will be watching closely for whether the word “accommodative” is removed.  If it 

is, it could tell us one of two things; first, the Powell Fed is done with forward guidance and we 

will have to estimate the bank’s policy stance in the future, or second, forward guidance is still 

operating and the FOMC believes policy is closer to neutral.  A call that policy has achieved 

neutrality would be dollar bearish, Treasury and equity bullish.  If the removal of the word 

accommodative merely means the Fed is out of the forward guidance business, then the market 

impact should be mostly neutral.  However, unless Chair Powell makes explicit reference to 

ending forward guidance (if we were in the press conference, this is the issue we would press for 

a clear answer to), then look for the market to take the language change as dovish.   

 

Here is the latest iteration of our Mankiw Rule models.  The Mankiw rule models attempt to 

determine the neutral rate for fed funds, which is a rate that is neither accommodative nor 

stimulative.  Mankiw’s model is a variation of the Taylor Rule.  The latter measures the neutral 

rate using core CPI and the difference between GDP and potential GDP, which is an estimate of 

slack in the economy.  Potential GDP cannot be directly observed, only estimated.  To overcome 

this problem with potential GDP, Mankiw used the unemployment rate as a proxy for economic 

slack.  We have created four versions of the rule, one that follows the original construction by 

using the unemployment rate as a measure of slack, a second using the employment/population 

ratio, a third using involuntary part-time workers as a percentage of the total labor force and a 

fourth using yearly wage growth for non-supervisory workers.    

  

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady and Thomas Wash 
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Using the unemployment rate, the neutral rate is now 3.94%, down from 4.02%, reflecting the 

fall in core CPI.  Using the employment/population ratio, the neutral rate is 1.68%, down from 

1.84%, reflecting both the decline in inflation and the decline in the employment/population 

ratio.  Using involuntary part-time employment, the neutral rate is 3.79%, up from 3.68%, due to 

falling involuntary part-time employment.  Using wage growth for non-supervisory workers, the 

neutral rate is 2.47%, up modestly from the last calculation of 2.42%.   

 

Given this model, the FOMC can defend its tightening policy; even using the most dovish of the 

variations, the FOMC would need to raise rates to 2.75% to achieve a tight policy.  The other 

models support multiple rate increases.  At present, we are not in a situation where there should 

be a high degree of dissention but we could see divisions develop by the middle of next year.   

 

We have also updated our hawk/dove table and have made a few significant adjustments.  

Governor Brainard’s position that policy tightening is necessary to prevent asset mispricing (or, 

in normal language, bubbles) changes her from a 4 (on a 1-5 scale, with 1 being most hawkish) 

to a 3.  Boston FRB President Rosengren and Chicago FRB President Evans have echoed 

Governor Brainard recently, shifting the former from 3 to 2 and the latter from 4 to 3.  NY FRB 

President Williams’s comments on the term premium moves him from 2 to 3.  Atlanta FRB 

President Bostic’s comments regarding the policy rate and the yield curve shifts him from 3 to 4, 

and similar comments on the yield curve from Dallas FRB President Kaplan and Philadelphia 

FRB President Harker take them both from 3 to 4 as well.  In total, these changes suggest the 

overall FOMC is slightly dovish, while the configuration of voters from this year and next is 

remarkably similar.   
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all 2018 2019

Powell 3 3 3

Clarida 3 3 3

Brainard 3 3 3

Bowman 3 3

Quarles 2 2 2

Goodfriend

Liang 3 3

Williams NY 3 3 3

Evans CHI 3 3

Bullard STL 5 5

George KC 1 1

Barkin RICH 2 2

Bostic ATL 4 4

Daly SF 4 4

Mester CLEV 2 2

Rosengren BOS 2 2

Kashkari MINN 5

Kaplan DAL 4

Harker PHI 4

AVERAGE 3.11 2.89 2.82  
 

Russia’s Middle East struggles: Russia engaged in the Syrian civil war because it didn’t want 

to see an ally fall.  The Assads have been allies of the Soviet Union/Russia since WWII.  In 

addition, the Putin regime wanted to project power and show it could replace or compete with 

the U.S. on a global scale, harkening back to the Cold War days.  Now, Russia is discovering the 

region is difficult and expensive to manage.  Russia is trying to keep Iran and Israel apart; Iran 

will not cooperate with Russia if it means reducing its reach into Lebanon.  Israel, as the 

bombing shows, is opposed to Iran’s goals.  Recently, Syrian anti-aircraft missiles were deployed 

by the regime against Israeli aircraft and the Syrians inadvertently shot down a Russian military 

aircraft.  Initially, both Russia and Israel appeared determined to prevent the incident from 

upsetting relations.  However, that goal has apparently passed.  Russia has indicated it will, at 

long last, supply Syria with the S-300, a sophisticated anti-aircraft system.1  Russia has indicated 

it would “sell” this platform to Syria for years but never did so in order to not anger the Israelis 

and the Americans.  This is a serious escalation of tensions and increases the odds of expanding 

the already existing conflict in the region.   

 

One trend that seems to be developing is that Iran is facing increasing isolation.  India announced 

yesterday it will stop buying Iranian oil after U.S. sanctions are fully implemented on November 

1.  Russia’s decision to create a demilitarized zone in Syria supports Turkey’s goals.  Russia may 

                                                 
1 https://www.axios.com/russia-supply-syria-syria-missiles-rebuke-israel-d2603edf-c35a-48b1-a61a-
ad8d647c52f8.html  

https://www.axios.com/russia-supply-syria-syria-missiles-rebuke-israel-d2603edf-c35a-48b1-a61a-ad8d647c52f8.html
https://www.axios.com/russia-supply-syria-syria-missiles-rebuke-israel-d2603edf-c35a-48b1-a61a-ad8d647c52f8.html
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have concluded it has little interest in helping Iran extend its power in the Middle East and may 

end up supporting Syrian independence from Iran and supporting Israel against Iran as well.  We 

are watching Saudi/Russian relations.  The recent OPEC decision not to boost output despite 

President Trump’s insistence on lower oil prices (and his U.N. speech calling out OPEC for 

“ripping off the world”) may be more due to Russia offering support to the kingdom against Iran. 

For Russia, curtailing Iran probably makes sense; the most effective policy in the region is 

creating a balance of power where no nation in the area dominates the others.  The U.S. 

abandoned this policy with the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the Middle East has been in turmoil 

ever since.  As Russia attempts to expand its influence, it appears to be trying to rebalance power 

in the region and the loser in this effort may be Iran.  We do note that Russia would be getting 

help from the U.S. in isolating Iran; National Security Advisor Bolton warned European nations 

not to violate American sanctions as they would face “terrible consequences.”2 

 

MSCI increasing China’s representation?3  MSCI is apparently considering increasing its 

weighting to China by adding more “A” shares to its emerging market index.  Four months ago, 

the index added 235 “A” shares to its index, making it 5% of the total index and, with the “H” 

shares, lifting China’s exposure in the EM index to roughly 31%.  MSCI is proposing to double 

the number of “A” shares, which would boost the total Chinese component to 40.3%.  Given the 

growth of passive investment, such a move would lead to China dominating this emerging 

market index, making the overall performance of emerging markets very dependent on China. 

 

Another defeat for the Chancellor: Chancellor Merkel suffered another political defeat when 

her close ally, Volker Kauder, was defeated by Ralph Brinkhaus for the positon of parliamentary 

leader.4  Merkel has suffered a series of defeats and challenges within her coalition.  The junior 

partner of her “grand coalition,” the SDP, recently demanded the firing of her head of 

intelligence, Hans-Georg Maassen, for comments he made supporting right-wing groups.  

Although he was removed from his post, he remains part of government as a special advisor to 

CSU Leader Horst Seehofer,5 who earlier this year had a row with Merkel over border security.  

One of the growing fault lines within the CDU/CSU coalition is immigration and the rise of the 

populist right AfD party.  Elements within the CSU, including Brinkhaus and Seehofer, are open 

to contact with the AfD, seeing the populist insurgent party as a potential ally.  The more 

establishment CDU, of which Merkel is a member, loathes the nationalist bent of the AfD and 

wants to quash the movement.  As we are seeing nearly everywhere in the West, populist 

nationalism is on the rise, in part a function of income inequality.  A retreat from globalization is 

a key element of populism; it is worth noting that this was an element of President Trump’s 

speech yesterday to the U.N. General Assembly.  So far, Merkel has fended off these challenges, 

but they are weakening her grip on power.  It isn’t obvious who would succeed her.  Political 

uncertainty in Europe will likely put some degree of bearish pressure on the EUR.   

 

                                                 
2 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/world/middleeast/bolton-threatens-business-
iran.html?emc=edit_mbe_20180926&nl=morning-briefing-europe&nlid=567726720180926&te=1  
3 https://www.ft.com/content/b3a6a6fc-c138-11e8-8d55-54197280d3f7?segmentId=a7371401-027d-d8bf-8a7f-
2a746e767d56  
4 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/world/europe/germany-merkel-
party.html?emc=edit_mbe_20180926&nl=morning-briefing-europe&nlid=567726720180926&te=1  
5 https://www.ft.com/content/13e9193c-bb62-11e8-94b2-17176fbf93f5  

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/world/middleeast/bolton-threatens-business-iran.html?emc=edit_mbe_20180926&nl=morning-briefing-europe&nlid=567726720180926&te=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/world/middleeast/bolton-threatens-business-iran.html?emc=edit_mbe_20180926&nl=morning-briefing-europe&nlid=567726720180926&te=1
https://www.ft.com/content/b3a6a6fc-c138-11e8-8d55-54197280d3f7?segmentId=a7371401-027d-d8bf-8a7f-2a746e767d56
https://www.ft.com/content/b3a6a6fc-c138-11e8-8d55-54197280d3f7?segmentId=a7371401-027d-d8bf-8a7f-2a746e767d56
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/world/europe/germany-merkel-party.html?emc=edit_mbe_20180926&nl=morning-briefing-europe&nlid=567726720180926&te=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/world/europe/germany-merkel-party.html?emc=edit_mbe_20180926&nl=morning-briefing-europe&nlid=567726720180926&te=1
https://www.ft.com/content/13e9193c-bb62-11e8-94b2-17176fbf93f5
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China blinking?  China announced a tariff cut to over 1,500 items,6 taking the average to 7.8% 

from 9.5%.  We view this adjustment as mostly cosmetic, although it could be seen as (a) a 

concession to the U.S. and the world that China’s tariffs are too high, or (b) China trying to build 

its goodwill with the rest of the world, offering a contrast to the U.S.  We suspect this is more of 

the latter, although we will be watching to see if the Trump administration frames the move as 

the former.   
 

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

Mortgage applications rose 2.9% from the prior week.  Purchases and refinancing rose 2.6% and 

3.2%, respectively.  The average 30-year fixed rate mortgage rose 9 bps from 4.88% to 4.97%. 

 

The table below lists the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for today. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 New Home Sales m/m sep 630K 627K **

10:00 New Home Sales m/m sep 0.5% -1.7% **

EST Speaker or event

14:00 FOMC Rate Decision

14:00 Interest Rate on Excess Reserves Federal Reserve Board

District or position

Federal Reserve Board

Economic Releases

Fed speakers or events

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Machine Tool Orders y/y aug 5.1% 5.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand Trade Balance NZD y/y aug -1.484 bn -0.143 bn -0.925 bn ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

ANZ Activity Outlook m/m sep 7.8 3.8 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

ANZ Business Confidence m/m sep -38.3 -50.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

France Consumer Confidence m/m aug 94 97 97 *** Equity and bond neutral

U.K. CBI Total Dist. Reported Sales m/m sep 26 24 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Switzerland Credit Suisse Survey Expectations m/m sep -30.8 -14.3 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

AMERICAS

Mexico Economic Activity y/y sep 3.3% 1.2% 2.6% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Brazil FGV Construction Costs m/m sep 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% ** Equity and bond neutral  

                                                 
6 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-tariffs/china-announces-fresh-import-tariff-cuts-amid-
brewing-trade-war-idUSKCN1M61EH  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-tariffs/china-announces-fresh-import-tariff-cuts-amid-brewing-trade-war-idUSKCN1M61EH
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-tariffs/china-announces-fresh-import-tariff-cuts-amid-brewing-trade-war-idUSKCN1M61EH
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Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 237 237 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 216 217 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 21 21 0 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 220 220 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 3.08 3.10 -0.02 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -32 -32 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 15 14 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar up Neutral

euro down Neutral

yen up Neutral

pound down Neutral

franc down Neutral

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

RBNZ Official Cash Rate 1.750% 1.750% On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $81.69 $81.87 -0.22%

WTI $72.13 $72.28 -0.21%

Natural Gas $3.06 $3.08 -0.78%

Crack Spread $17.44 $17.61 -0.99%

12-mo strip crack $20.50 $20.71 -1.03%

Ethanol rack $1.40 $1.39 0.15%

Gold $1,198.71 $1,201.22 -0.21%

Silver $14.47 $14.46 0.07%

Copper contract $283.25 $282.35 0.32%

Corn contract 364.25$       363.75$       0.14%

Wheat contract 525.25$       520.75$       0.86%

Soybeans contract 853.75$       845.75$       0.95%

Baltic Dry Freight 1450 1434 16

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -1.5

Gasoline (mb) 0.7

Distillates (mb) 0.3

Refinery run rates (%) -1.00%

Natural gas (bcf) 66.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show warmer to normal temperatures for most of the country.  

Precipitation is expected for most of the country.  Tropical Storm Kirk has developed in the 

Atlantic Ocean and appears to be heading toward the Caribbean Sea; it is forecast to weaken to a 

depression north of Colombia by the weekend and should not have a significant impact on 

energy flows.  
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Asset Allocation Weekly Comment 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  
 

September 21, 2018 
 

In this week’s report, we will focus on the U.S. economy.  Since the 1987 crash every major 

equity market decline has coincided with a recession.  Thus, we pay close attention to the 

economy with the goal of projecting the next recession.   

 

This expansion, which began in June 2009, is now the second longest in U.S. history.7 

 

 
(Source: NBER, CIM) 

 

If the expansion makes it another eight months, it will tie the longest expansion, which ended 

with the 2001 recession.  Business cycles have been lengthening in recent years. 

                                                 
7 The National Bureau of Economic Research is the arbiter of business cycles.  It began tracking business cycles in 
1854. 
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Since the Great Depression, expansions have been lengthening.  Moving off the gold standard 

has allowed for discretionary monetary policy which has tended to support longer expansions.  

However, the most important factor that has supported longer business cycles in the past forty 

years has been falling inflation.  As inflation declines, the Federal Reserve has less need to 

aggressively tighten credit which supports economic expansion.   
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This chart measures real fed funds (effective fed funds less yearly CPI).  Note that since the early 

1980s, each cycle has had a lower average real rate over the term of the recovery.  Much of this 

is because the Federal Reserve has successfully lowered inflation expectations.  With lowered 
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expectations of inflation, the U.S. central bank can keep rates lower for longer without triggering 

overheating.  The ability to keep rates low has allowed for longer business expansions. 

 

The current economy is doing quite well. 
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This chart shows the Chicago FRB National Activity Index, a broad-based index of economic 

indicators which are structured against trend.  When the reading is above zero, the economy is 

growing above trend and vice versa.  We smooth the data with a six-month moving average.  

Overall, the economy is running well above trend.   

 

The most interesting issue with the economy is potential growth.   
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This chart looks at the long-term pattern of real GDP; we have put the data on a log scale and 

regressed it against a time trend.  The deviation line on the lower part of the graph shows the 

deviation from the long-term trend.  We have only seen two periods of well below-trend growth, 

during the Great Depression and the current environment.  It is unknown whether or not the 

long-term trend still represents potential output.  If it does, not only will the economy easily 

absorb the stimulus without triggering inflation but the FOMC should be very careful about 

tightening monetary policy.  Note the dip in the deviation chart in 1937; that was due to 

premature fiscal and monetary tightening that led to a short but deep recession.  We tend to think 

there is more slack in the economy than generally thought.  Although the odds are rising that the 

FOMC will overtighten monetary policy, given the current path of policy, we probably won’t 

reach the point of concern until the middle of next year.   

 

 
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 9/25/2018 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 9/25/2018 close) 
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Emerging Markets ($)
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Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD and 

local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond (iShares 

iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 Year 

Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date returns 

for various asset classes, updated daily.  

The asset classes are ranked by total 

return (including dividends), with green 

indicating positive and red indicating 

negative returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 

 

Asset classes are defined as follows: 

Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap 

(S&P 400 Index), Small Cap (Russell 

2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI 

EAFE (USD and local currency) Index), 
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P/E Update 
 

September 20, 2018 
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P/E as of 9/19/2018 = 19.0x

 
 

Based on our methodology,8 the current P/E is 19.0, up 0.1x from last week.   

 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
8 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one  estimate (Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


